
Move More Inventory with NCR Silver Console
Take the “guess” out of work. With in-depth data on your product mix, you can better manage your stock and forecast with ease. 

Save time calculating inventory

How much time is your inventory tracking taking? With 
sophisticated automation within Silver Console with reports 
that are easy to read and understand, you’ll be not only 
be able answer questions of our product but make fast, 
informed decision for business.

Buy smarter 

With ingredient level data and the ability to track ideal  
on-hand and set par levels, you now have the power to 
manage your products needs efficiently.

Control inventory costs 

Are you able to tell how much your products are costing 
your business? With advanced inventory management 
in Silver Console and detailed transactions of NCR Silver, 
you’ll be able to monitor the true Cost Of Goods Sold 
down to every product and ingredient.
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Accurate Cost of Goods Sold
With a detailed recipe capability with the ability to track cost of 
each ingredient based on weighted moving average, you now  
have the exact cost of all your products at any time.

Sell bundled items
Don’t let technology get in the way of how you want to sell. Now, 
you can offer multiple items in kits, and track each product’s costs 
and profits thanks to integration with your NCR Silver POS system. 

Track inventory at the ingredient level
You have some deep data here. Now, you can easily track margins, 
see discrepancies between actual and planned quantities, and 
purchase items from vendors with accurate information.    

Set local or regional menus 
Offer a unique identity. Operators of franchises nationwide can 
now offer a local flair while still managing menu and pricing central 
from the corporate headquarters.

Amplify the power of NCR Silver with NCR Silver Console 
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Key features
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